ECO PRICE
ONLY HIGH QUALITY LIFE TODAY
NATURE, LOVE, CARING

Dental laboratory “DLV-Project”
Administrators (courier delivery, duration of manufacturing works, payment):
(057) 751-11-32, (067) 572-52-65, (050) 011-11-39
Dental technicians: (057) 756-20-92
Accountant (Hizhnyak Oksana Aleksandrovna): (057) 754-66-57
General Director (Vorovpayev Evgeniy Stanislavich): (057) 754-66-57

61005, Ukraine, Kharkov , pr. Moskovskiy 94, Office 204 T
website: www.dlv.ua
mail: lab@dlv.ua
skype: nataliya_dlv

At the time of order you receive the following free of
charge:







Diagnostic casts
Wax templates (rims)
Metal insert tooth at the price of porcelain fused metal crown
Artificial porcelain gingiva
Metal “tip” in metal-ceramic structure
light curing veneer of attachment in Bugel denture

Dear Doctors!
 Works are only accepted with completed work order form
 Courier delivery through the city and Ukraine

If you have any comments, suggestions and offers regarding the improvement of
quality of work in the laboratory please contact our manager - (063) 189-41-07
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ECO PRICE
METAL-FREE CERAMIC – NATURALNESS, SAFETY, BIOCOMPATIBILITY
No

PRODUCT NAME
FIXED RESTORATION
CERAMIC METAL STRUCTURES
1
Porcelain fused metal crown (Noritake)
2
Porcelain fused metal crown (Duceram Kiss)
3
Porcelain fused metal crown with increased esthetic requirements
4
Metal insert tooth coated with ceramic body
5
Metal insert tooth - selective laser melting (SLM ) Co-Cr
6
Metal-ceramic crown with metal occlusal surface
7
Porcelain fused metal crown (INITIAL) based on milled titanium (CAD-CAM)
8
Porcelain fused metal crown based on milled chrome-cobalt (CAD-CAM)
9
Ceramic gums
10
Re-laying ceramic mass
11
Manufacturing of single porcelain fused metal crowns
12
Porcelain fused metal crown based on Chrome-cobalt alloy
13
Porcelain jacket crown
14
Cast metal core
15
Dismountable inlay
16
Inlay for doctor
17
Whole piece crown
18
Whole piece crown with metal-like protective covering
19
Glass support ZX-27
New New technology of manufacturing dental prosthesis 3D- Print
20
Face scan (analogue of the facial arc)
Digital forecast on h/s, l/s: (casting of dental models, scanning of models,
changing of forms and position of teeth in the tooth alignment with the
usage of 3d articulator, printing of models to create silicone index, sending of
STL file, recording to the disc, creation and sending of the video file with final
21
result of form correction on teeth position (at the request))
Digital forecast on h/s, l/s: (casting of dental models, scanning of models,
changing of forms and position of teeth in the tooth alignment with the
usage of 3d articulator, creation and sending of the video file with final result
22
of form correction and teeth position (at the request))
23
Individual temporary abutment
24
Temporary crown
25
Custom tray
26
Splint from teeth grinding
27
Anatomic splint
28
Dental splint (splinting of 6 front teeth)
29
Orthodontic model
30
Printing of two models
31
Sending of modelling file up to 6 teeth per one jaw
32
MOCK-UP of 6 teeth
33
Putty index
Metal-Free Ceramic
34 Smile photo session (1 hour)
Pressable ceramics, crown, veneer, InLay, OnLay IPS e.max
35 (IVOCLAR VIVADENT)

COST

425 hryvnia
425 hryvnia
620 hryvnia
425 hryvnia
675 hryvnia
595 hryvnia
Find out by phone
Find out by phone
Find out by phone
350 hryvnia
+110 hryvnia
+150 hryvnia
+100 hryvnia
200 hryvnia
400 hryvnia
180 hryvnia
300 hryvnia
320 hryvnia
150 euros
320 hryvnia
3200 hryvnia

1900 hryvnia.

250 hryvnia.
220 hryvnia.
400 hryvnia.
1500 hryvnia.
1500 hryvnia.
1320 hryvnia.
960 hryvnia.
1500 hryvnia.
500 hryvnia.
1460 hryvnia.
Ask by phone
500 hryvnia.
1750 hryvnia.

36
New
37

Metalless ceramic crown, veneer, InLay, OnLay on fire-resistant model
(Noritake)
Temperature resistant, stable, polymer crown BIOHPP (CAD-CAM) coated with
composite material

2800 hryvnia.
85 euros

ECO PRICE
NON-MONOMER PROSTHESIS – HYPOALLERGENICITY. HYGIENIC. WEAR RESISTANCE
New
38
New
39
New
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Single-rooted inlay from polymer BIOHPP (CAD-CAM)

35 euros

Metalless ceramics on the frame from zirconium dioxide, from 1 to 7 units
(MULTILAYER 3D)
Metal-free ceramics on the frame from zirconium dioxide from 8 to 14 units
(MULTILAYER 3D)
Metal-free ceramics on the frame from dioxide zirconium from 1 to 7 units
(CAD-CAM)
Metal-free ceramics on the frame from dioxide zirconium from 8 to 14 units
(CAD-CAM)
Manufacturing of individual zirconium crowns
Gums from zircon
Single-rooted inlay core from zirconium dioxide(CAD-CAM)
Double-rooted inlay core from zirconium dioxide (CAD-CAM)
Dental splint from zirconium dioxide (shaded splinting of 6 teeth) (CAD-CAM)
Temporary crown (CAD-CAM) PMMA from 1 to 14 units

30 euros

Wax forecast (YETI)
Manufacturing of prosthetic products in AMAN GIRBAH articulator

45 euros
25 euros
39 euros
+ 110 hryvnia.
13 euro
25 euros
28 euros
100 euros
220 hryvnia. per
unit
130 hryvnia.
650 hryvnia.

Composite Restorations
51
52
53
54
55
56

Porcelain fused to metal crown (Solidex, Shofu)
Light curing inlay InLay, OnLay (Shofu)
Facing the base of a removable prosthesis n / h composite (GRADIA,
Kerammash)
Veneer of removable denture base with l/s composite (GRADIA, Kerammash)
Veneer of removable denture based with h/s composite (GRADIA, Kerammash)
Veneer with composite (GRADIA, Kerammash) of Acrylic teeth in removable
denture

840 hryvnia.
1050 hryvnia.
Find out by phone
5300 hryvnia.
7950 hryvnia.
690 hryvnia. per
unit

Work On Implants
57
58
59
60

Transfer check
Pouring of model with gingival mask
Shaping of metal abutment
Titan platform (hexagon)

500 hryvnia.
270 hryvnia.
250 hryvnia.
650 hryvnia.
Individual abutments

61
62
63
64

Individual abutment from zirconium dioxide (CAD-CAM) without platform

37 euros

Individual abutment from zirconium dioxide (CAD-CAM) based on screw
retention of anatomic form without the platform
Zirconium Dioxide Abutment (CAD-CAM) for screw fixation with cladding
without platform
Individual abutment from titan (CAD-CAM) without platform

40 euros
43 euros
Find out by phone

65
66
67
68

Individual solid titanium milled abutment with manufactured milled platform
(under hexagon)
Individual abutment from BIOHPP (CAD-CAM) without the platform
Individual hybrid cast abutment from Co-Cr with glued in titan platform
Glueing of abutment to the platform

Find out by phone
60 euros
1700 hryvnia.
160 hryvnia.

ECO PRICE
IMPLANTS – FULLY REALIZED WAY OF LIFE
Swaged and Plastic Crowns
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

Metal crown with metal-like protective covering
Steel crown
Plastic crown
Temporary crown
Plastic crown facet, Belkin crown (Metal-like protective covering)
Plastic tooth facing, Belkin crown (steel)
Metal plastic on cast frame

175 hryvnia.
175 hryvnia.
160 hryvnia.
160 hryvnia.
195 hryvnia.
195 hryvnia.
315 hryvnia.

REMOVABLE DENTAL PROSTETICS

Bugel Prosthesis Based On Molar Denture Clasps

76
77
78
79
80
81
82

Bugel prosthesis based on molar denture clasps with metal-like protective
coverings
Bugel prosthesis based on molar denture clasps (from chrome-cobalt)
Bugel prosthesis based on molar denture clasps from acetal
Bugel prosthesis based on molar denture clasps (Vertex) (semi-stiff nylon,
transparent)
Bugel prosthesis based on molar denture clasps (from titanium)
Combined bugel prosthesis (attachment+clasps)
Multi-element clammer

2600 hryvnia.
2600 hryvnia.
2600 hryvnia.
2600 hryvnia.
Find out by phone
2800 hryvnia.
+400 hryvnia.

Bugel Prosthesis With Clip Fixations
83
84
85

Bugel prosthesis with clips ВКС-ОЦ "Bredent "
Bugel prosthesis with clips VARISOFT "Bredent "
Bugel prosthesis with clips VKS-SG "Bredent "

86

Bugel unilateral prosthesis with clip VKS-SG "Bredent"

87
88
89

Additional attachment in bugel prosthesis VKS-SG
Bugel prosthesis with Rigel clip CNAP-E "Bredent"
Bugel prosthesis with Rigel clip МК-1

90

Bugel prosthesis with automatic Rigel clasp “J.B.SYSTEM" Aristo

2100 hryvnia.
Per 1 clip
395 hryvnia.
Find out by phone
4950 hryvnia
per 1 clip
Find out by phone

91

Bugel prosthesis with self-activated clip "Оtklass"

Find out by phone

Bugel prosthesis with anchor clip "ZL-Microdent "
Bugel prosthesis on friction clips with activated screw CENTRALOC "ZLMicrodent "
Dental inlay with UNI clip

Find out by phone
Find out by phone

92
93
94

3000 hryvnia.
3000 hryvnia.
3000 hryvnia.

620 hryvnia.

Telecsopic Crowns
95
96

Removable denture to telescopic crowns
Bugel prosthesis to telescopic crowns

1235 hryvnia.
2600 hryvnia.

ECO PRICE
METAL CERMAICS – NATURAL CERAMIC MASSES
97
98
99
100

Primary telescope from zirconium dioxide (CAD-CAM)
Primary telescope from BIOHPP (CAD-CAM)
Telescopic crown SD-TeleClick (with intracoronal friction element)
Primary telescope from titanium (CAD-CAM)

30 euros
1460 hryvnia.
Find out by phone
Find out by phone

101
102
103
104
105

Telescopic crown with retention element (titan element with sapphire globe)
Whole piece telescopic crown FGP (Bredent)
Milled cast dental bar
Milled dental bar from titanium
Dental veneer of telescopic crown with composite material

Find out by phone
850 hryvnia.
360 hryvnia.
Find out by phone
700 hryvnia.

LAMINAR DENTURE
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137

Removable denture from domestic materials RPD/full denture
Removable denture (imported denture, imported plastic) RPD/full denture
Removable denture (domestic denture, imported plastics) RPD/ full denture
Two-stage locally produced removable denture
Two-stage imported removable denture
Preliminary setup
Manufacturing of wax template
Removable denture Acry-Free (acryl-polymer) RPD/full denture
Removable denture Flexident (acryl-polymer) RPD/full denture
Removable denture Valplast (nylon) RPD
Removable denture Deflex (nylon) RPD
Welding of tooth into removable prosthetic denture Valplast
Acetal clammer
Transparent clammer (Vertex)
Whole piece clammer
Reinforcing of arch base
Custom tray
Soft pad
Plating into removable denture
Weighing material into removable denture
Immediate insertion denture from domestic materials
Immediate insertion denture from imported materials
Immediate insertion denture from acetal
Immediate insertion denture Vertex
Immediate insertion denture Acry-Free
Immediate insertion denture Flexident
Immediate insertion denture Valplast
Removable denture reline removable denture/RPD
Repair of removable prosthesis Flexident
Repair of removable prosthesis Acry-Free
Repair of removable prosthesis (linear fracture)
Welding of the clammer into removable denture

450 hryvnia.
770 hryvnia.
720 hryvnia.
800 hryvnia.
1000 hryvnia.
380 hryvnia.
45 hryvnia.
1900 hryvnia.
1900 hryvnia.
1900 hryvnia.
1900 hryvnia.
1000 hryvnia.
400 hryvnia.
400 hryvnia.
400 hryvnia.
660 hryvnia.
340 hryvnia.
600 hryvnia.
300 hryvnia.
300 hryvnia.
300 hryvnia.
350 hryvnia.
1100 hryvnia.
1100 hryvnia.
1100 hryvnia.
1100 hryvnia.
1100 hryvnia.
290 hryvnia.
290 hryvnia.
290 hryvnia.
290 hryvnia.
290 hryvnia.

138
139

Welding of the tooth into removable denture
Full denture repair

290 hryvnia.
390 hryvnia.

Orthodontology
Splints
140

Kappa for whitening

300 hryvnia.

141

Kappa with bruxism

300 hryvnia.

142

Kappa for contact sports

1500 hryvnia.

143

Transparent retainer

700 hryvnia.

144

Cutting plate

360 hryvnia.

145

Casting models for the doctor

200 hryvnia.

146

Casting models for the doctor from super gypsum

200 hryvnia.

1.
2.
3.
4.

When ordering any type of work you get for free:
diagnostic models;
pin tooth at the price of metal-ceramic crown;
metal lining in a metal-ceramic construction;
photopolymer lining of the attachment in the clasp prosthesis;

Manufacturing of phantom work are paid in amount of 100% from the full cost.
Payment in hryvnias at the rate at the time of payment
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